First conditional with if / unless

1 Choose the correct verb form to complete each sentence.
   1 Unless we ________ flying, we won’t reduce global warming.
      a stop          b will stop

   2 Unless we ________ the way we travel, we will have serious environmental problems.
      a change       b will change

   3 If you pay to offset carbon emissions, you ________ better.
      a feel         b will feel

   4 Is it OK for me to fly if I ________ an organisation which funds carbon offset projects?
      a pay          b will pay

   5 The situation ________ better unless we do something immediately.
      a gets         b won’t get

   6 If we don’t travel so much, we ________ carbon emissions.
      a reduce       b will reduce

2 Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.
   1 Climate change will continue if / unless we do something.
   2 If / Unless global warming gets worse, the ice caps will melt.
   3 When / Until the ice caps melt, the sea levels will rise.
   4 When / Until we decrease carbon emissions, pollution will increase.
   5 As soon as / Until we take action, things will change.
   6 If / Unless we do something now, it’ll be too late.

3 Complete each sentence 1–7 with the correct ending a–g.
   1 If people don’t stop flying, a carbon emissions will be reduced.
   2 People won’t stop flying b global warming will get worse.
   3 If it becomes more expensive to fly, c global warming won’t stop being a problem.
   4 If we fly less frequently, d people will look for alternative ways to travel.
   5 Carbon emissions will continue to increase e unless the prices increase.
   6 If we pay to offset our carbon emissions, f unless we stop flying.
   7 If we continue flying, g we’ll have to pay a carbon tax.